Audi a4 aftermarket stereo install

Remember me. Hello and welcome to the Audizine Forums! As a guest, you are welcome to
poke around and view the majority of the content that we have to offer, but in order to post,
search, contact members, and get full use out of the website you will need to Register for an
Account. It's free and it's easy, so don't hesitate to join the Audizine Family today! If you're new
to forums in general, be sure to check out the Forum FAQ. To start viewing posts, select the
forum section that you want to visit from the selection below. Results 1 to 12 of Thread Tools
Show Printable Version. My Photo Gallery: 0. My Classifieds: 0. Register or Log In now! The DIY
should be pretty universal no matter what brand or model you choose. I chose Pioneer because
I have a similar unit in my truck, and am familiar with the interface. I picked the because it does
not have a motorized faceplate, I just wanted functionality of bluetooth and good equalizing for
sound quality and phone calls. I never wanted RNS-E and after nearly 8 years of owning my B6,
it's time to get some hands free calling and some streaming bluetooth music. Step by step in
full color! Teaser pics: The DIY is split up into two posts: this post covers the prep done inside
your house, the second is the actual installation in the car. Required tools: -Radio keys -8mm
socket with various extensions mm box wrench for the battery -pliers -electricians pliers -a
plastic pry tool is helpful -electrical tape -patience. I purchased my head unit from Crutchfield.
The reason is simple: good prices, outstanding technical support, and they throw in for free all
the odds and ends needed to install the unit, such as harness adapters, antenna adapter,
faceplate, etc. Ok, time to get wiring: First, start by determining whether your car has factory
Bose or not. Factory Bose says Bose on the radio. Simple stuff. When you're in your car
figuring this out, remove the CDs from the stock radio. If you don't, you'll be stuck like me
jamming a wire from a battery into the radio on your workbench to power it to get them out. Ok,
first, pull out all the harnesses and lay them out. The faceplate with the single din support still
attached: And the posi connectors: A wiring diagram for and up cars: And for cars, like mine:
Time to wire: Take the harness from your head unit and look up what each wire is in the manual.
Generally speaking, there will be: -Constant power yellow -switched power red -antenna power
blue -illumination switch orange -ground black -speaker outputs for the front speakers gray and
white, the grounds have stripes The Metra harness has all of these as well. Refer to the
diagrams for each wire, but the colors are all pretty standardized. So, match them up and start
connecting them with the posi connectors: yellow to yellow, orange to orange, black to black.
The only odd ones are: -The blue wire on the black plastic Metra harness is NOT connected to
anything. Tape it off. Instead, three way wire the blue wire from the head unit harness to the red
metra harness, and the antenna adapter. Bose vs non-Bose speaker wiring: Non-bose cars
power the front speakers through an internal amp in the stock head unit. You must connect the
gray and white wires on the metra harness to the front speaker output wires on your head unit
harness if you have a non-Bose car. The rear speakers use preamp outputs, so you will need to
use the RCA filter and the rear speaker outputs on your head unit. In other words: directly wire
the gray and white wires for the front speakers, then use RCA and one filter for the rears. Close
up of the metra harness with the non-Bose front speaker wires: Close up on the Pioneer
harness. Notice the gray and white wires, those are what you connect. The green and violet
wires are for rear speakers, but in all B6 cars the rear speakers are powered by an external amp,
so tape those off. This is how it looks when wired for a non-Bose car: This is how it should be
taped off if you have Bose. Each wire capped off individually, then taped into a bundle: Bose
harness, ready to go: Notice that there are additional wires on your head unit harness. The
green is the parking brake ground switch that must be wired later to allow you to play DVDs and
to set up Bluetooth connections. The purple is a rear view camera switch, which is used if you
wire a camera. Head unit prep: The Metra kit must be prepared for the head unit, first by
removing the center bar that is used only for single din installs. Then slide in the head unit,
snap in the thin plastic surround on the front, and attach the head unit with three screws per
side. Depending on your head unit the screws might be in different spots: Now, out to the car!
Last edited by lookaught; at AM. Next remove the kick panel under the steering column. There
are three bolts: one behind the fuse panel cover, two underneath. All are 8mm. Once removed,
pull the panel straight back toward the rear to disengage the tabs that are below the belt line
trim, and wiggle it out. You must disconnect the OBD port and the lighting. Also remove the
glovebox. For some reason, Audi chose to attach the glovebox with military IED grade bolting.
There are total of nine 8mm bolts: two or three underneath, and I think 7 inside the glovebox.
Beware that once they are removed the glovebox will fall, so I suggest removing the center bolt
inside the glovebox last. No glovebox Next, remove the radio. Insert the keys with the point on
the outside, and the rounded parts facing inwards. The secret to removing the radio is to move
one side at a time, do NOT just pull straight out. Right side out a little, left side out a little,
repeat. What it should look like when the radio is out. The antenna is tucked out of sight: Wire
the microphone: I opted to put it above the rear view mirror, and ran the wire under the

headliner to the passenger side A pillar, and down. No pics of this, sorry. Tap the end into fuse
36 with a fuse tap. This photo is from before I tapped I have other things tapped as well, your
stock fuse panel will have no other wires or taps like mine. At this point, I noticed it was past
noon. So: Refreshed, start plugging in the harness you made. Two plug into the black Metra
adapter, one is for the RCA preouts in the red Metra adapter, and then the antenna. If you have a
Bose car, it will look like so, with two filters. You do not need to ground the brown wires. If you
have a non-Bose car, only one filter and it will be connected to the green and violet RCAs. Put a
towel down over the center console to avoid scratches, and start plugging in the head unit. For
non-Bose, there will only be one set of RCAs plugged into the rear speaker preouts. This is a
photo of a Bose car setup. Also plug in the antenna adapter, and the microphone. It should look
like so: Reconnect the battery, turn the key, and power it up! It will be a jumbled mess: At this
point, test everything. Power, each speaker, make sure the unit dims when you turn on the
vehicle lights, ground out the parking brake cable and test the DVD and Bluetooth, and test the
antenna by using FM radio. Make a hand free phone call, stream some music, etc. When you are
confident that everything is working, wiggle the radio into place, reach through the glove box
side and push wires out of the way, etc. Ignore how the green wire is attached here, this was
how it was grounded before I realized Pioneer has a smart head unit and you can't simply
ground it out, it must be switched to the parking brake. This photo is to show how the wiring
looms looked with the radio fully in place. The Metra kit is very difficult to remove because it
snaps into place. To remove it once it is seated you have to take out the glovebox and kick
panel and pry up the retaining tabs from behind. So make sure everything works and looks
good, with no binding etc. I tucked the wire up along the transmission tunnel and pulled it to the
parking brake switch. It is in front of the rear ashtray. To remove the ash tray and heated seats
switches if your car has rear heated seats , just pull. Use a gauge wire tap and tap the striped
brown wire on the parking brake switch. Double check this works by engaging and disengaging
the parking brake with the radio on, it should enable and disable the Bluetooth connectivity
options panel, as well as the DVD image. These functions should only work with the parking
brake on. Companies do make bypasses for the parking brake switch, and I think that Clarion
head units only require grounding of the green wire to disable the safety of the handbrake. FYI I
believe it is a federal crime to disable the parking brake switch to allow you to watch video while
driving, so do so at your own risk. Reinstall the rear switches and ashtray, make sure all wiring
is tucked away. Don't forget the two tabs that are up by the pedals on the driver's kick panel.
Adjust the display and illumination to match the Audi red. Equalize the sound as you see fit. I
found that I needed to move the balance pretty heavily toward the rear to equalize the speaker
levels. And enjoy your new stereo! DIY is now done. Comments and corrections are
appreciated. No comments about the dog hair and sand in the car YFFs! I know it's dirty. For
some reason edit isnt working Update: the illumination wire which is designed to let the unit
know when to dim by providing a 12v signal when the lights come one does not work. I pulled
the glovebox and tested the orange wire and it had no voltage. With the Metra faceplate it's
pretty much impossible to remove the radio without breaking the faceplate, so double check the
illumination wire before you snap it all into place. I managed to get access to the wire from the
glove box side with the radio still installed major headache and then wired it directly to the
headlight switch. To do this, remove the headlight switch and the panel below the steering
wheel. Verify it gets 12v when the switch is turned on. Regarding the Metra kit and the poor
design that makes it impossible to remove, that is a major frustration. However, I dont think it
should discourage anyone from doing this upgrade, as the metra kit comes free with your head
unit if you buy from crutchfield. Update: So for a number of reasons I have to just recommend
the Enfig kit. I used the Metra kit because it came free with my radio, but don't waste your time.
The reasons: First there is the low rear speakers and sub problem that I believe is caused by a
low voltage from the pioneer head unit, the Audi head unit must preamp the signal to the amp at
a much higher than normal voltage. I initially thought I'd just upgrade the amp to a Soundstream
Picasso Nano, but after doing a full blown custom install on my dad's Mercedes SL head unit,
amp, wiring, custom harnesses I decided to just try the plug and play and stick to a simple
solution. The Enfig smart harness is really impressive. Not only does it fix the low rear audio
problems, it also somehow knows when the lights turn out without a standard illumination wire,
and no need to run a switched wire to the fuse box. The plug and play adapter for the Pioneer
also reverses the normal wiring and powers the unit from the switched power, which is actually
quite nice as you can fully turn off the car and key, but the radio stays on until the key is
removed. Simplicity was also nice. I only had to cut and connect one wire: the power wire for
the antenna but only because I didn't buy the Enfig antenna I reused the one I had. Finally, the
faceplate and cage are a big improvement. Removeable, better fit, standard removal keys So,
save yourself some time and hassle and just buy the enfig products. They are really convenient

even if they are a little pricy. My only gripe is that the Enfig plug and play harness didn't fit in
the head unit well, somehow the power and ground wires didn't line up with the pins on the
head unit and the wires popped out. I fixed this with epoxy for the time being and will talk to
enfig about a replacement. Oh, and normal shipping was free, and it was still sent Priority Mail
and made it to me in three days and I live in the middle of nowhere, Wyoming. I hope this helps
someone in the future. This is an amazing write up! Just wanted to say thank you, this helped
me a TON. Sent from my iPhone using Audizine. Originally Posted by lookaught. I've done this
same install in my ' It can be a PITA. I installed a compact Alpine amp into the glove box to
power the highs, as well as a sub amp in the trunk. Had to figure out with the help of Crutchfield
which wires to cut and splice at the factory amp connector in the trunk. I used the Metra kit as
well and just shaved down the retaining tabs down a bit. Doesn't lock into place, but makes
removal easier if needed. Great write up. Very nice write up. You Audi guys are rally good at
these. Originally Posted by g8erfan Were you able to get your factory Bose sub to work using
that wire harness kit? No, the one from your original post using the fuse tap. Tags for this
Thread aftermarket radio , double din , head unit , radio. Bookmarks Bookmarks Digg del. All
times are GMT The time now is PM. Audizine is not endorsed by or affiliated with Audi AG. That
means the dealer's scan tools and our own VCDS system can talk to the radio. So you can set
various options, like whether a CD player is connected, whether there's an amplified or
conventional antenna, and so on. In addition, these radios constantly monitor their speaker
outputs and if you have an open or short circuit to one of the speakers, even a momentary one,
they will record a fault code. We're not sure whether this was for antenna power or as an
amplifier turn-on or what. Now people hardly ever put older stock radios in newer cars. What
they often do is install better after-market radios. And they most often do this by using an
aftermarket adapter-harness which plugs right into the car's harness, so they don't have to cut
up the car's harness. So you install your fancy new radio with one of these and everything
works fine until.. The K-Line is not used for intra-vehicle communications. But a scan-tool
initializes a communications session by pulling the K-line to ground. The K-line is supposed to
have some voltage on it, but through a high-impedance source. What "gives" is usually the
scan-tool's output driver for the K-line. No big worries there.. They don't need a fuse. Some
dealers will refuse to scan any car that has an aftermarket radio. Since most dealers have
"killed" a few of their very expensive scan-tools, I can sort of understand why. You can test for
this problem yourself without removing the radio. First, if your car is a or earlier model, don't
bother -- the K-Line doesn't go to the radio harness and there is no possibility that that the car
has this problem. Look at the LED. If it's under 9V, your K-line is fine. If it's over 9V, the results
are inconclusive. You'll need a 1k Ohm approximately resistor. Put it between pins 4 and 7 of
the diagnostic connector. Now use the volt-meter to measure the voltage between 4 and 7 in
parallel with the resistor. If it's under 1V, you don't have the problem. If it remains near 12V the
resistor will get hot! Temporarily place the resistor between pins 4 and 7 of your diagnostic
connector. Ensure it's making contact with both pins. If it does not get hot, you're fine. Do NOT
install this resistor in the port. If the resistor gets hot, then pull it out and fix the problem by
disconnecting the k-line from the stereo's wiring harness. Remove the radio. Then make the
following modification to the car's wiring harness:. Make sure that the k-line is not connected to
anything if you have an aftermarket radio! Although the connector is completely different and it
shouldn't be possible to have the "Aftermarket Radio Problem" with these newer cars, it would
probably be in your best interest to make sure that NOTHING is connected to these pins in the
radio harness, if you use an aftermarket radio. The back of the Premium VI radio is shown in the
below diagram. Aftermarket Radios Now people hardly ever put older stock radios in newer
cars. The Dealers Some dealers will refuse to scan any car that has an aftermarket radio. Test
for this problem yourself You can test for this problem yourself without removing the radio. Fix
the Problem: Remove the radio. Then make the following modification to the car's wiring
harness: Make sure that the k-line is not connected to anything if you have an aftermarket radio!
NL Mar 6, Log in or Sign up. This site uses cookies. By continuing to use this site, you are
agreeing to our use of cookies. Learn More. Dismiss Notice. Cookies Snack. A4 B8 aftermarket
head unit Got a pioneer pro sub and amp ready to go in and was wondering if it was possible to
upgrade the head unit to an aftermarket one in the B8? Has anyone had any success
considering the computer controls within the stock unit. NL , Mar 6, Lol Yes it's possible. NL
likes this. Thanks for replying. Do you have a photo of your setup? NL , Mar 21, No I haven't
done anything yet. Hopefully in the near future. NL , Sep 25, How about this? MarkWizard , Oct
18, The alpine is now newer and lot more up to date. The x for Audi is out with Apple car play
and android auto. Thrilled with the RSNav Nikiwe Dube , Carlos85 and xpoweruk like this. Ryan
Wright , May 14, Nikiwe Dube , Feb 24, Currently is does not have DAB. Is it possible to install
Dab? Also you will need to a DAB aerial amplifier along with a new lead. I did that a couple of

years ago myself. You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Share This
Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an
account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? S92 Apr 13, Log in or Sign up. This
site uses cookies. By continuing to use this site, you are agreeing to our use of cookies. Learn
More. Dismiss Notice. Cookies Snack. Aftermarket Stereo Upgrade Help Tom. Hi guys, I know
there are a lot of posts about this but I just can't seem to find one with the exact info and list of
parts I need. I have the stereo in the picture below, the concert 2 I think? Would anybody be able
to list the required parts to install an aftermarket stereo and be able to keep the steering wheel
controls and MFD radio display please? I also have a button for a phone, also pictured below in
the right side red circle. Don't know what it does and if it needs any cables for an aftermarket
stereo, but if anyone knows I'd be grateful. Thank you. Last edited: Apr 13, S92 , Apr 13, I'm Just
Rob. S92 , Apr 14, The head unit you have , same as mine uses the quad lock connection and if
you have full bose you will need that part of the conversion kit too. I purchased a full fitting kit ,
which in included the chassis , all the correct wirring harnesses and arial converter etc,
basically all the parts you need to fit that head unit , well prettywell any double DIN head unit
really. Job done if you get all the bits in one go, bad news is that the kit is not really user
friendly on the wallet Decided to try an aux adapter if it's possible on my stereo. Would
someone be able to help? It's this: If it is possible to fit an aux adapter would anyone be able to
link me to one on eBay, there are so many on there it's hard to know what's what, also would
anyone be able to recommend where I could feed the cable through? Saw some holes in the
glove box? Or drill a hole in one of the empty panels between the airbag and ESP button?
Thank's in advance! S92 , Apr 21, I have a wiring schematic somewhere on my pc, I'll see if I can
locate it and forward it on. S92 , May 6, I'm very interested to see how this post turns out.
Ianski68 , May 6, S92 , May 7, Ianski68 , May 7, Jack Kelly , May 8, S92 likes this. Finally got
round to fitting the Connects2 aux box. Wired the aux cord through the gap between the
steering wheel and CD player: Quality is far better than FM transmitors so all in all I'm happy
with it. The only negative is the length of the aux cable supplied. After wiring it around the back
of the CD it just about reaches as far as the gearstick. So I've purchased an aux extension
cable. S92 , May 24, Jack Kelly , May 24, Ianski68 , May 24, S92 , May 25, Jamie , May 27, I think
it was from connects, here is the one I went with. You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show
Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you already have an
account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Remember
me. Hello and welcome to the Audizine Forums! As a guest, you are welcome to poke around
and view the majority of the content that we have to offer, but in order to post, search, contact
members, and get full use out of the website you will need to Register for an Account. It's free
and it's easy, so don't hesitate to join the Audizine Family today! If you're new to forums in
general, be sure to check out the Forum FAQ. To start viewing posts, select the forum section
that you want to visit from the selection below. Results 1 to 11 of Thread: Aftermarket Headunit
install in B5 A4. Thread Tools Show Printable Version. My Photo Gallery: 0. My Classifieds: 0.
Aftermarket Headunit install in B5 A4 Guest-only advertisement. Register or Log In now! I have
taken it out a million times and such but was wondering if anyone has been able to just stick an
aftermarket deck in and fit it with the included surrounding metal tray or if I'm gonna need an
adapter. Re: Aftermarket Headunit install in B5 A4 I got a Sony from crutchfield and I basically
popped the bose out, plugged in the new one, put it in and it was fine. Re: Aftermarket Headunit
install in B5 A4 You have a 98 so you'll need the plastic trim that fills the emptiness. My install
was simple plug and play with the included wiring harness. I have non bose though. Re:
Aftermarket Headunit install in B5 A4 I know i'm gonna have to splice and such which is easy
but I was wondering about the side space if there is gonna be any. Not sure how wide the stock
bose unit is compared to the Alpine unit. Hopefully it's around the sam width otherwise i'll fab
something up out of fiberglass. Just so you know they don't seem to fit very well.
honeywell rth6580wf thermostat wiring diagram
naruto 1999
lincoln ac 225 parts diagram
The one from crutchfield seem kinda cheap as far as quality, but it came free with my order.
Still I just reused my old one which was made of thicker more sturdy plastic, Don't know the
brand cause it was in the car when I bought it. It was a little to big when I bought the car and the
previous owner must not have been to handy cause he left it as it was. So I took a file and filed it
down, Now it fits nice and snug. I used a wiring harness off eBay and didn't have to splice
anything. Re: Aftermarket Headunit install in B5 A4. Originally Posted by stormscr3. I know i'm
gonna have to splice and such which is easy but I was wondering about the side space if there
is gonna be any. Originally Posted by revbjeff. I have the Bose and just put in a Pioneer p I just

got the harness from ebay for my model car. I also had to get a relay to let me watch DVD's
while driving. Bookmarks Bookmarks Digg del. All times are GMT The time now is PM. Audizine
is not endorsed by or affiliated with Audi AG.

